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Abstract

Future Ground Control Stations (GCSs) for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) teleoperation targets better situational awareness by providing extra motion cues to stimulate the vestibular system. This paper proposes a new virtual environment for long range Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) control via Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) communications, which is based on motion platforms. It generates motion cues for the teleoperator for extra sensory stimulation to enhance the guidance performance. The proposed environment employs the distributed component simulation over GSM network as a simulation platform. GSM communications are utilized as a multi-hop communication network, which is similar to global satellite communications. It considers a UAV mathematical model and wind turbulence effects to simulate a realistic UAV dynamics. Moreover, the proposed virtual environment simulates a Multiple Axis Rotating Device (MARD) as Human Machine Interface (HMI) device to provide a complete delay analysis. The demonstrated measurements cover Graphical User Interface (GUI) capabilities, NLoS GSM communications delay, MARD performance, and different software workload. The proposed virtual environment succeeded to provide visual and vestibular feedbacks for teleoperators via GSM networks. The overall system performance is acceptable relative to other Line-of-Sight (LoS) systems, which promises a good potential for future long range, medium altitude UAV teleoperation researches.
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1. Introduction

During the last decades, Research and Development (R&D) facilities provide a remarkable interest in Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) in all fields such as flight simulators [1-3], different UAV development scales [4, 5], Ground Control Stations (GCSs) [6]... etc. In spite of the great success of UAVs autonomous flight control missions (in civilian and military sections), they are equipped with high technology components which could be potentially subject to cyber-attack with serious repercussions (like spoofing threats [7, 8]). Wherefore, the remotely piloted mission is not obsolete, especially when threats exist against UAVs during missions. Pilots in cockpits are considered as a key factor of any mission success, due to their doubtless intelligent responses towards encountering any expected or unexpected situation. Due to unsafe nature of missions, UAV teleoperators can perform Dull, Dirty, and Dangerous (3D) missions safely using GCS. Situational awareness of teleoperators in UAV controlled missions, particularly for Non-Line-of-Sight (NLoS) missions, is of foremost importance due to increased latency induced by multi-hop data links.

For enhancing human operator's performance, extra stimulation has emerged in many applications such as UAV
teleoperation, under-water tasks [9, 10], obstacle avoidance through haptic interfaces [11-13], and ground robots tasks [14, 15]. Moreover, Max Planck Institute (MPI) introduced technical issues to use KAKU Robocoaster for use as a real-time motion simulator [16]. A motion platform is utilized to augment pilot performance and assesses UAV pilot skills using a simulator system [17]. A CyberMotion simulator is utilized to integrate vestibular feedback with the usual visual feedback obtained from a UAV onboard camera [18]. Mixed reality is introduced by integrating real UAV camera frames into a virtual world in near earth environment using a motion simulator [19]. In [20], a teleoperation using Google glass is introduced to control a small scale UAV through the operator interaction events (gesture and head motion). Finally, different MARD platforms are utilized by different applications for various purposes such as: video gaming and entertainments, medical treatments, and simulated training. In [21], a computer-controlled experiment is conducted for 25 participants using a multi-axis chair; such chair can perform rotation combinations of whole body pitch and yaw simultaneously. The experiment results show that participants’ stability is improved and sway is reduced. In this paper, MARD platform in [21] is employed for a new area of application (virtual environments for UAV teleoperations), and thereafter for real teleoperation missions.

Some of the shortcomings in aforementioned research work are: (1) utilizing only line of sight data communication links for UAV feedbacks. (2) Missing real wind parameters at every zone of the UAV mission inside the teleoperation workstation (short range missions only are considered). (3) Limiting the conducted mission range to the range of Remote Control (RC) transmitter.

Thus, the main objectives of this paper are to:

1. Propose a new virtual environment for UAV teleoperation, to enhance human operator performance through visual and vestibular feedbacks for better situational awareness.
2. Propose a distributed component simulation platform based on real NLoS communications.
3. Include realistic wind turbulence effects, which are based on real weather forecast data at every zone along the UAV mission.
4. Demonstrate a delay analysis for the proposed platform based on real GSM communication channels.

Towards fulfilling the aforementioned objectives, the proposed virtual environment is developed to simulate a teleoperation GCS, which provides a visual and vestibular cues for human operator. Such cues enhance the teleoperator performance and increase the situational awareness during different UAV missions. As a result, more mission success ratio and less hazardous are obtained. In other words, the UAV teleoperator body rolls when the UAV rolls, and pitches when the UAV performs a pitch maneuver, for more realistic responses and reflexes. This can be performed by using a hydraulic or electric chair, which has rotational degrees of freedom. Multiple Axis Rotating Devices (MARDs) are used for simulated training, gaming/entertainments, and medical treatments [21]. Furthermore, MARD dynamics is controllable to provide the maximum real situation with safe rotational rates for the pilot body [21, 22]. Through this paper, MARD is proposed to compete in real UAV guidance operations. Moreover, synchronizing MARD motion with real UAV attitude could be enhanced via time-stamped data, and channel propagation delay estimation.

For both civilian and military scenarios, the proposed virtual environment provides the following advantages:

(1) It increases teleoperators situational awareness to minimize UAVs accidents. (2) It allows new types of long range UAV missions. (3) It facilitates realistic testing of medium altitude Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCAV) devices. (4) It provides more flexibility for evaluating different UAV’s performance by changing the backbone mathematical model. (5) It facilitates realistic dynamics during UAV controlled missions by including real captured weather data into the simulation loop. (6) It enhances teleoperators experience to combat realistic weather conditions, which is sometimes beyond autopilot capability. (7) It opens new prospect for different MARD manufacturers to compete in real controlled missions. (8) It can be upgraded to a functional UAV teleoperation GCS with minor modifications.

The results show that the proposed virtual environment succeeded to execute a simulated mission via real GSM communication channels, while the developed simulated MARD model fulfills all UAV maneuvers in a realistic wind turbulence conditions. Furthermore, the proposed system achieves an acceptable performance using NLoS communication relative to other systems based on Line-of-Sight (LoS) data links.

Many difficulties have conquered during the development of proposed virtual environment such as: (1) designing a virtual environment with a realistic topology, which facilitates future upgrading to a real UAV teleoperation GCS. (2) Involving real multi-hop communication channels into the simulation loop to achieve realistic measurements. (3) Injecting real weather data into UAV simulated missions to achieve realistic unstable dynamics. (4) Developing a precise data logging module for advanced evaluation and playback capabilities.
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Unlike [1-3, 16-18, 23], the proposed environment (1) provides advanced realistic UAV simulated missions with visual and vestibular motion effects. (2) Utilizes realistic topologies to facilitate the upgrading to a real long range teleoperation GCS. (3) It exploits a real NLoS communication channel for uplink and downlink data. (4) It facilitates better situational awareness about UAV attitude along the mission. (5) It exploits a global weather forecast data to enhance mission planning and UAV guidance operations. (6) In addition to NLoS capabilities, it achieves less delay than other systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Section 2 presents the modeling process of converting a real teleoperation model to the proposed virtual environment. Section 3 details the proposed virtual environment development components, while Sections 4 and 5 comprehensively present the results and the qualitative aspects of the proposed virtual environment with other systems. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Proposed Virtual Environment Framework Modeling

This section presents the modeling steps to convert a real teleoperation scenario into a virtual environment.

Fig. 1 represents a realistic teleoperation framework for different types of UAVs using various MARDs through diverse communication channels. The rotation rates and angles already transmitted to the GCS for visualization through gauges. However, these data are utilized to control MARD for extra sensory stimulation for UAV teleoperators. Furthermore, the received attitude data include the effects of wind turbulence which affect UAVs in different mission. All these dynamics are realized by teleoperator using any MARD as illustrated in Fig. 1. Hence, teleoperator picks up the rotation rates and angles and uses these cues to improve the performance. It is obviously noticed from Fig. 1 that providing a heavy payload MARD requires quite large budget. Therefore, before affording a quiet large budget to provide a MARD for UAV teleoperation research, it is important to assure its characteristics in simulated UAV missions. Thus, an attempt is conducted to build a virtual environment to consider Fig. 1 components.

As shown in Fig. 2, the simulated platform consists of two workstations, workstation 1 represents the airborne vehicle and its surrounding environment, while workstation 2 acts as a teleoperation workstation to control such UAV. Workstation 1 hosts MATLAB and equipped with the Flight Dynamics and Control (FDC) toolbox [24] to provide UAV dynamics to the system. In addition, Dryden wind turbulence model is integrated with the UAV mathematical to generate stochastic linear and angular wind components to imitate the wind turbulence in Fig. 1.

Moreover, workstation 1 contains a background application which is so-called MATLAB interface module. This module is responsible of capturing the GCS commands from the GSM modem, executes these commands in the MATLAB simulation models and returns the feedback results. This module utilizes the MATLAB Component Object Model (COM) automation server [25, 26]. On the other hand, workstation 2 hosts the GCS graphical user interface, which is responsible to interface the RC transmitter, global weather forecast providers, the real GSM modem and the simulated 3D MARD model according to the specifications in [21]. Through this virtual environment, the teleoperator can control the Beaver aircraft and recognize its dynamics through onscreen gauges and through the MARD simulated model. This scenario is conducted using NLoS communications via the exploitation of GSM modems. The proposed virtual environment topology facilitates the future upgrading to a real UAV GCS, as by replacing workstation 1 with a real UAV prototype and minor software modification, the whole
remaining infrastructure, interfaces, and modules can work as a real UAV teleoperation workstation with visual and vestibular feedbacks.

3. Proposed Virtual Environment Components and Methodologies

This section covers a comprehensive component development of the proposed virtual environment ranging from different mathematical models to the GSM bidirectional communication.

3.1 Backbone Aircraft Mathematical Model

The proposed virtual environment utilizes FDC toolbox to achieve the UAV dynamics [24]. The basic Newtonian mechanics are used to derive the aircraft equation of motion, starting with the rigid body force and the moment equations which are stated as follow [24]:

\[
F = m \left( \frac{\partial V}{\partial t} + \Omega_\text{a} \times V_a \right) \tag{1}
\]

\[
M = \frac{\partial (I \cdot \Omega_\text{a})}{\partial t} + \Omega_\text{a} \times (I \cdot \Omega_\text{a}) \tag{2}
\]

where \( m \) is the aircraft mass, \( V_a = [u \ v \ w]^T \) is the aircraft velocity vector at the center of gravity (c.g.) where \( u, v, w \) are the velocity component along the \( X, Y, Z \) axis, respectively, \( \Omega_a = [\phi \ \theta \ \psi]^T \) is the angular velocity vector about the c.g. where \( \phi, \theta, \psi \) are the angular rate of roll, pitch, and yaw, \( F = [F_x \ F_y \ F_z]^T \) is the total external force vector where \( F_x, F_y, F_z \) are the total external force along \( X, Y, Z \) axis, respectively. \( I = [L, M, N]^T \) is the total external moment vector where \( L, M, N \) are total rolling, pitching, and yawing moments, respectively, and \( I \) is the inertia tensor of the rigid body. Derivation is continued till reaching the external aerodynamic control inputs vector \( u_{\text{aero}} \) and output state vector \( X \) as follow [24]:

\[
u_{\text{aero}} = [\delta_e \ \delta_a \ \delta_r \ \delta_j]^T \tag{3}
\]

\[
X = [V, \alpha, \beta, p, q, r, \psi, \phi, x_e, y_e, H]^T \tag{4}
\]

where, \( X \) is the aircraft mathematical model output state vector, which contains twelve elements: true airspeed \( V \), angle of attack \( \alpha \), and sideslip angle \( \beta \), three angular velocities \( p, q, r \), three Euler angles which define the attitude of the aircraft relative to the Earth \( \psi, \theta, \phi \), two coordinates and the altitude which define the position of the aircraft \( (x_e, y_e, H) \) relative to the Earth.

3.2 Atmospheric Wind Turbulence Model

Numerical methods are used to generate the linear and angular velocities of atmospheric turbulence to conduct numerical simulations. Dryden model is considered as one of the most attractive models for atmospheric turbulence, due to the ability of factorizing the Dryden atmospheric turbulence rational formula (which is necessary for the numerical simulations). Thus, this model is utilized in this paper. The Dryden model is a function form that empirically fits the measured power spectral data. It handles the linear and angular velocity components of the continuous gusts as random processes. This model assumes that turbulent gusts are isotropic (the statistical properties do not depend upon the spatial orientation of air mass itself) [27]. The Dryden model is described by Power Spectral Densities (PSDs) for wind gusts three linear velocity components \( (u_w, v_w, w_w) \) which can be expressed as follow [28]:

\[
\Phi_{u_w}(\Omega) = \frac{2\sigma_u^2 L u_w }{\pi \left( 1 + (L u_w \Omega)^2 \right)^{3/2}} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\Phi_{v_w}(\Omega) = \frac{2\sigma_v^2 L v_w }{\pi \left( 1 + (L v_w \Omega)^2 \right)^{3/2}} \tag{6}
\]

\[
\Phi_{w_w}(\Omega) = \frac{2\sigma_w^2 L w_w }{\pi \left( 1 + (L w_w \Omega)^2 \right)^{3/2}} \tag{7}
\]

where \( \sigma_u, \sigma_v, \sigma_w \) and \( L_u, L_v, L_w \) are the turbulence intensity and scale length, respectively, for the \( j \)th velocity component, and \( \Omega \) is a spatial frequency \( (\text{rad./m}) \) [29]. The circular frequency \( \omega \) can be defined as:

\[
\omega = \Omega \cdot V \tag{8}
\]

where \( V \) is speed of UAV flying through a frozen turbulence field. Using the wind gust angular velocity components \( (p_w, q_w, r_w) \), the power spectral densities for these components can be expressed as [30]:

\[
\Phi_{p_w}(\omega) = \frac{\sigma_p^2}{VL_w} \left( \frac{\pi L w_w}{4b} \right)^{1/2} \left( 1 + \frac{4b \omega}{\pi V} \right)^{-1/3} \tag{9}
\]

\[
\Phi_{q_w}(\omega) = \frac{3 \omega^2}{1 + \left( \frac{3b \omega}{\pi V} \right)^2} \Phi_{v_w}(\omega) \tag{10}
\]

\[
\Phi_{r_w}(\omega) = \frac{\omega^2}{1 + \left( \frac{3b \omega}{\pi V} \right)^2} \Phi_{w_w}(\omega) \tag{11}
\]
where $\phi_i(\Omega) = V \phi_i \left( \frac{\Omega}{\Omega_0} \right)$, and $b$ represents the UAV wingspan.

However, to achieve realistic wind turbulence from the above model, real weather parameters must be supplied as inputs. The proposed virtual environment exploits “WorldWeatherOnline” as a worldwide instantaneous weather provider (as a sample to validate the concept). The weather provider online Application Programming Interface (API) explains the structure and formats of weather data exchange service. Therefore, the proposed environment captures real weather data over internet, and transmits these data over GSM modems to workstation 2 to supply Dryden wind turbulence module with real wind parameters, which will generate realistic linear and angular wind components for the UAV mathematical model. As a result, the Dryden wind turbulence model can generate a realistic wind turbulence according to real weather forecast data. As shown in Fig. 3, a real weather data (north wind with 6 m/s) is converted to a complete set of linear and angular wind velocities in consideration of the UAV altitude. At 6000 ft altitude, the wind linear velocity components randomly vary between -3.5 to +2.8 m/s, while the angular velocities components vary stochastically between -0.07 to +0.07 rad/s.

Moreover, the proposed real weather forecast add-on service is exploited also during mission planning and guidance operation phases. Fig. 4 (a) demonstrates a detailed flowchart of the proposed weather interface module (which is implemented as a standalone thread). This module is responsible of web communication with weather providers through the implementation of provider’s APIs. Furthermore, this module parses the provider responses into useful information and stores them into in-memory data base. However, Fig. 4 (b) represents useful weather data and its effect on the mission planning (for long range UAVs). It can be deduced that the overlaid weather layer supports mission planner operator to setup a safe trajectory.

Fig. 3. Random Generation of Wind Velocities Based on Real Weather Reports (a) Linear Components, (b) Angular Components

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Wind Linear Velocity Component (m/s)} & : -3 \quad -2 \quad -1 \quad 0 \quad 1 \quad 2 \\
\text{Wind Angular Velocity Component (rad./s)} & : -0.06 \quad -0.04 \quad -0.02 \quad 0 \quad 0.02 \quad 0.04 \quad 0.06 \quad 0.08 \quad 0.1 \quad 0.12
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 4. Integration of Global Weather Forecasting Reports (a) Weather Interface Module Flowchart, (b) Mission Planning using Synthetic Weather Layer

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Horizontal Zones} & \quad \text{Longitudinal(uw)} \quad \text{Lateral(vw)} \quad \text{Vertical(ww)} \\
\text{Vertical Steps} & \quad \text{Vertical(qw)} \quad \text{Lateral(rw)} \quad \text{Longitudinal(pw)}
\end{align*}
\]
for the mission. Because of existence of such weather layer, the mission planner avoids a side wind of speed 12 m/sec coming from direction 216 (which is illustrated in red dashed circle).

### 3.3 Multiple Axis Rotating Device Model

Usually, MARDs are a fully automated and computer controlled equipment, they can be used for entertainment and gaming, simulated training, and medical treatments (like motion sickness desensitization and postural stability). In Ref. [21], a computer-controlled multi-axis chair is used to improve the stability of patients through whole patient body rotation at 90 deg/sec. (15 RPM). Typically, this kind of MARD is suitable to be considered for the proposed virtual environment, due to its heavy payload and its high angular rotation rates. It is worthily noted that pan, tilt, and roll rotation rates are extracted from Ref. [21], which is assumed to have its own built in washout filters. The MARD motors angles will be noted as pan, tilt, roll angles which represents the aircraft yaw, pitch, and roll angles \( (\psi, \theta, \phi) \).

In general, the transfer function of the second order 3D MARD platform can be written as follow:

\[
G_i(s) = \frac{Y_i(s)}{U_i(s)} = \frac{k_i \omega_{n_i}}{s^2 + 2\zeta_i \omega_{n_i} s + \omega_{n_i}^2} ; \ i = \{\psi, \theta, \phi\}
\]

where: \( i \) represent yaw \( (\psi) \), pitch \( (\theta) \) or roll \( (\phi) \) rotational axes for different motors of the MARD platform, \( Y_i(s) \), \( U_i(s) \) are Laplace transforms of pan, tilt, or roll executed angles \( Y_i(t) \) and the commanded yaw, pitch, or roll angles \( U_i(t) \), respectively. \( k_i, \zeta_i, \omega_i \) are gain, damping ratio, and natural frequency of different rotating axis \( i \), respectively.

It is clear that eq. (12) is valid for any MARD platform regardless its payload. Therefore, the above equation is represented in Simulink model as a nonlinear second order actuators. This representation facilitates the study of demanded MARD platform in pan, tilt, and roll directions (which is considered one of the conquered difficulties in this paper).

### 3.4 Non Line of Sight Bidirectional GSM Communications

The GSM data communications could be established through many setup profiles. The proposed platform

---

**Fig. 5.** Ground GSM Communication Interface (a) GSM Controls (b) Detailed Flowchart

---
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utilizes Point to Point Protocol (PPP) for controlling the UAV. PPP mode consists of two communication parties, one of them is the master (who initiates a communication request), while the other one is slave (who answers the call). Typically, through the standard AT commands [31], the GCS can play master role and can initiate the communication request. The GSM call routing from ground PC-based pilot is initiated with the following AT dial command: “ATD<phone number><CR>.” This call is routed to the airborne GSM modem which is identified by Subscriber Identity Module (SIM). The airborne GSM modem (which is connected to Workstation 2) performs a compatibility check then returns a call-confirmed message master modem. Once the call confirmation message is received, the mobile communication enters the active state to exchange bidirectional data. On the other hand, for terminating this connection, it is required to exit the data mode first using the command “+++,” followed by the AT hang command: “ATH.” As shown in Fig. 5 (a), the Graphical User Interface (GUI) receives the perquisite parameters for establishing the communication with the UAV mathematical model. This communication supports both dial up modems and leased line ones, while Fig. 5 (b) illustrates the flowchart for such module. It can be inferred that handling the dial up connections requires more programming effort and sensitive data handling (rather than the leased line or wireless modem), due to the switching between the data and commands modes and to detect any disconnect event.

Moreover, at the workstation 2, when the GCS call event is detected, the developed avionics accept the call by issuing the following answer command “ATA<CR>;” once the communication link is active, all teleoperator commands and real weather forecast data are transported to workstation 2, and UAV feedback are transmitted back to the teleoperation workstation.

3.5 Proposed Virtual Environment Framework Integration

In Fig. 2, the proposed simulated platform captures real weather data using global weather providers API and displays them as synthetic data layer over GUI. The GUI sets the parameters of Dryden wind model (on workstation 1) with the captured real weather conditions to generate realistic wind turbulence components. Within the Simulink environment, generated wind turbulence parameters are propagated to Beaver model with the RC guidance commands to generate a realistic “Beaver” dynamics. The “Beaver” output state vector $X$ is transmitted back through GSM channels to the GCS (to consider a practical channel propagation delay), and, finally, the feedbacks are propagated to the 3D MARD model to simulate the real MARD dynamics. Providing such feedback to the simulated MARD model lets the latter act as if it is an UAV cockpit. Workstation 1 activities is executed using the active hybrid architecture in [1], while data logging module is developed for accurate measurements in ticks (1 sec.=10^7 ticks). The active hybrid architecture is selected to implement the model-in-the-loop simulation, not only to avoid migration of Simulink UAV mathematical model to other environments, but also to avoid the use of auto-code generation to simplify the development, and to minimize the effort and cost.

4. Simulation Results

This section demonstrates the simulation results to
evaluate different characteristics for the proposed virtual environment, ranging from visual and vestibular capabilities to different software processing delays.

4.1 Graphical User Interface Evaluation (Visual Capabilities)

As shown in Fig. 6, the proposed virtual environment has an innovative GUI that can simultaneously display multiple static layers (map, trajectory, waypoints...etc.) and dynamic ones (UAV symbol, gauges... etc.). The demonstrated mission starts at China, passes over Thailand, and its final destination is Dubai. The trainee loads the trajectory and requests to display weather forecast data for next two advanced days. The trainee issues guidance commands to overcome the wind turbulence along the whole trajectory. At speed 87 Knots, the real weather injected parameters fluctuate the attitude gauges 5000 ft and let the trainee realize same feeling of UAV cockpit. It is worthily noted that the proposed virtual environment has some advanced features to enhance the simulation process such as: (1) magnifying the real weather data with any custom factor for more advanced training difficulties. (2) Presenting advanced gauges such as vertical speed, altimeter, attitude indicator, heading, and air speed. (3) Providing the recording and playback facilities. These features increase the functional fidelity [32] of the proposed platform.

Furthermore, Fig. 7 (a) demonstrates the capability of developed weather interface modules which can retrieve the required weather data for any global coordinate, while, in Fig. 7 (b), a generated color map is illustrated to represent different longitudinal and latitudinal zones of Fig. 7 (a). The vertical color bar represents the wind speed in m/s. The color zones map could be exploited to support the off-line manual trajectory planning and automatic safe path generation. On the other hand, blue color from any source coordinate to another destination coordinate, this represents a trajectory with minimum wind turbulence (safe trajectory). Finally, it is clear that the weather integration with the proposed virtual environment plays an active role during both planning and operational phases.

4.2 MARD Dynamics Evaluation (Vestibular Capabilities)

Toward achieving behavioral results about the performance of the simulated MARD, many simulated missions have been executed.

Fig. 8 presents different time intervals of a sample mission to illustrate different MARD responses. As shown in Fig. 8 (a), a change of commanded pan angle ($\psi$) from 0.2 to 0.733 (rad.) is compensated by the simulated MARD after 1.14 seconds with a delay equal to 0.11 second. In Fig. 8 (b), as an arbitrary start, the simulated MARD starts with tilt angle initial condition equal to zero (which is considered as a latency error), to provide an initial error to be compensated. The commanded $\theta$ error has been
compensated after 0.24 seconds only with an overshoot pitch less than 0.0052 rad. (0.3°). In Fig. 8 (c), the average MARD response delay is 0.11 seconds. Moreover, using the correlation between the commanded and executed angles, the average delay is calculated for different MARD axes. The average response delays for pan, tilt, and roll axis are 130ms, 110ms, and 120ms, respectively. As a result, the total average response delay for the whole simulated MARD is the maximum of all axes average delay which is 130ms.

4.3 GSM Communication Delay

Communication delay is considered one of the most challenges for the proposed virtual environment. Thus, using short circuit between point 4 and 6 in Fig. 2 (loopback), the data logging module is adapted to compare the transmitted and received data and to measure the round trip delay. Table 1 lists a data logging sample for the loopback data transfer, which shows that the average uplink/downlink latency over 10000 samples (each sample is 29 bytes) is in order of 286ms, which is considered acceptable such as delays in [18].

4.4 Different Software Modules Processing Delay

As the proposed virtual environment relies deeply on software, thus, it is important to measure the processing delay of different data manipulation software modules. The developed data logging module is not only used for recording the exchanged data, but also for measuring the processing delay of different software module. The most critical processing delays are the interface modules which is responsible of the RC transmitter, GSM interface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transmit Time (Ticks)</th>
<th>Receive Time (Ticks)</th>
<th>Round Trip Delay (Ticks)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>635551560641732484</td>
<td>635551560647604261</td>
<td>5851777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560647634952</td>
<td>635551560650613529</td>
<td>5970177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560653640420</td>
<td>635551560579494641</td>
<td>5854221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560595328012</td>
<td>635551560653935290</td>
<td>582488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560651608508</td>
<td>635551560678770855</td>
<td>5499077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560679136852</td>
<td>635551560679485854</td>
<td>6834702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560679846087</td>
<td>63555156068278280</td>
<td>5893673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560682916283</td>
<td>63555156068221723</td>
<td>5555970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560683105612</td>
<td>63555156068319847</td>
<td>5490285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560693574578</td>
<td>63555156069852413</td>
<td>5827835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560698526379</td>
<td>635551560705263850</td>
<td>5648571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560705294142</td>
<td>635551560707381377</td>
<td>5543995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63555156071732484</td>
<td>63555156074604261</td>
<td>5851777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560746734952</td>
<td>63555156073601329</td>
<td>5970177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635551560595328012</td>
<td>635551560583290</td>
<td>5852488</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
module, MATLAB interface module and MARD interface module. These modules are responsible of capturing the data, parsing and extracting the required parameters, and finally, submitting the data to the demanded destination. As shown in Fig. 9, the average processing delay to manipulate the RC transmitter data is 2902 ticks (0.29ms). On the other hand, processing delay of GSM software interface module is divided into uplink delay (for sending UAV commands) and downlink delay (for receiving UAV flight parameters).

As shown in Fig. 10, the average processing delay of GSM uplink and downlink are 2545 ticks (0.255ms), and 8142 ticks (0.815ms), respectively. Fig. 11 demonstrates the MATLAB interface module, which represents the processing delay of MATLAB engine. From this figure, wind turbulence and aircraft mathematical model consumes 87980 ticks (8.8ms). Finally, Fig. 12 shows that MARD interface module consumes 0.35ms. These measurements utilize the workstation configuration in [1]. This processing delay analysis proves that the designed software modules are working efficiently and their time delay is negligible with respect to GSM propagation delay.

5. Qualitative Aspects of the Proposed Virtual Environment Vs. Other Systems

This section demonstrates some qualitative aspects, which are introduced to address the proposed virtual environment features against other systems. As the proposed virtual environment utilizes a real GSM channel, a comparison is conducted with UAV teleoperation workstations. From Table 2, it can be noticed that the proposed virtual environment utilizes a fullscale aircraft model, utilizes a real weather data to support the teleoperator decisions, its operational range is not limited to the RC transmitter range, and finally, its total delay is similar to other teleoperation systems with same motion cues. From this comparison, it is clear that the proposed platform achieves a very long range relative to other systems which utilizes LoS communication links. Moreover, the proposed platform can be upgraded to a functional teleoperation workstation with minor modifications.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposed a new UAV virtual environment to enhance the pilot expertise and to advance the situational awareness during real time operation of a UAV that is beyond LoS. The proposed platform considers real GSM communication channels, realistic wind turbulence parameters based-on real weather data, and a simulated model for an existing UAV and MARD for better evaluation. The results show that the proposed virtual environment provides the required motion cues to teleoperator via GSM network to control a UAV beyond LoS with latency less than 430ms. These results are considered acceptable relative to other teleoperation systems, which uses LoS communications. These encouraging results provide a good motivation towards upgrading the proposed virtual environment to be a functional long range teleoperation GCS with visual and vestibular feedbacks, which will extend the range of medium altitude UAVs.
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